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Abstract

In cloud computing, storage as a service provides an on-
demand, flexible data sharing across the networks. This
reduces the burden of local data storage management
and avoidance of resource maintenance (Hardware or soft-
ware). In this paradigm, data owner loses the control of
the outsourced data, once the data leaves the data owner
premises. Due to this, the data on an untrusted cloud
server is at risk in terms of integrity, confidentiality and
availability of the outsourced data. In order to maintain
the outsourced data without corruption from the inter-
nal or external adversary, an efficient data auditing veri-
fication method is required for data verification. In this
paper, we propose a flexible data auditing method using
block level auditing of data distributed on multiple cloud
servers. This method utilizes the Computational Diffie-
Hellman (CDH) and Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)
problem solving techniques. The performance of data
verification with different sizes of data blocks on multi-
ple servers. Compared to the existing methods of data
auditing the proposed method minimizes the computa-
tion, communication and storage overheads.

Keywords: Auditing; Cloud Computing; Corruption;
Storage management; Verification

1 Introduction

In modern computing technology, cloud-computing
paradigm is an important technology used to provide var-
ious remote services such as, computing, storage, mem-
ory and other services with reduced computing cost when
compared with many traditional approaches. There are
various cloud service providers available in recent days in-
cluding Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Google
Cloud Platform and IBM Cloud that provide storage as a
service [5]. Storage as a Cloud service is one of the impor-
tant features of cloud computing used to share user’s data
across the network [8,14]. The cloud servers examine the

outsourced data very frequently because the data can be
lost or corrupted due to hardware failure, software failure
or from the assailants [12,17].

Maintaining the integrity of outsourced data in a cloud
server is an important issue in cloud computing [19]. In
order to maintain the reputation of the cloud service,
the cloud service providers set access restrictions on the
services it provides to the users [2]. To avoid losing of
profit of the service and to maintain the quality of the
cloud service, verification of the integrity of outsourced
data becomes mandatory before data utilization. To ver-
ify the integrity of outsourced data, various traditional
approaches such as RSA, hash functions, MAC, Digital
signature [9–11] are proposed. These proposed methods
retrieve the entire data from the servers to verify the cor-
rectness of the outsourced data so that the auditor can
derive the user data from this information and it takes
more computation and communication cost, which can
degrade the efficiency of the system. Therefore, the tra-
ditional integrity checking approaches are not suitable in
cloud computing to utilize the resources optimally [6]. In
general, the size of the data is very large for downloading
the server and verification of data integrity would demand
availability of more resources.

There are many methods proposed for checking data
integrity without downloading the entire data from the
server. This verification can be either private verification,
public verification or delegated verification also called as
public auditing. In these methods, it is essential to divide
data into smaller blocks. Random verification of data
blocks is preferred instead of retrieving the entire data
block for verification after the data owner had signed these
data blocks.

Organisation of the rest of the paper is as follows; Sec-
tion 2 explains the various existing data auditing meth-
ods. Sections 3 and 4 explains the statement of the prob-
lem and the detailed algorithms for the method proposed.
Section 5 presents the performance analysis of the pro-
posed method and finally we concluded in the Section 6.
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Figure 1: Data auditing system model

2 Related Work

In cloud computing, to ensure the integrity of the data on
untrusted storage on single cloud the various public and
private auditing schemes are proposed [1, 3, 4].

In Ateniese et al. [1], proposed a public auditing model
as Provable Data Possession (PDP) for auditing data
on untrusted storage entity. They introduced homomor-
phic linear authenticators to audit the selected outsourced
data blocks of the outsourced file. This method may leak
the user information to the auditor during auditing pro-
cess and which may leads to helps to derive the user in-
formation, therefore it does not provide the security for
the outsourced data.

In Juels et al. [4], introduced a Proof of Retrievability
(PoR) model for verification and retrieval of data from
remote data storage service using error-correcting codes.
This method has the following drawbacks: 1) It has fixed
data auditing challenges, 2) Suffers from public and dele-
gate verification.

In Yujue et al. [20], addressed identity-based data out-
sourcing for distributed users. In this method of audit, the
data users have to authorize the dedicated proxy before
storing data on cloud server and which is more controlled
way of outsourcing data on cloud server. To verify the
integrity of outsourced data is more expensive.

In [7, 13, 15, 16] proposed a data auditing protocol on
the cloud server to support the batch auditing on multi-
servers. In these methods, individuals used data tags to
the owner and these cannot help to combine multi-owner
tags to conduct batch auditing. To combine these indi-
vidual tags, third party auditor is introduced which takes
additional computation and communication cost. Due to
these overhead this method reduces the efficiency of the
auditing system.

In [21, 22] proposed the data privacy protocol for au-
diting user’s data in cloud storage server by using the bi-
linear privacy operations to verify the correctness of the
response message. The drawback of this method is that,

for multi-cloud auditing to segregate the data blocks of
the multiple users, the auditor takes more computational
task and which is a low end user entity in the cloud stor-
age system. This method suffers from yet another draw-
back while using unencrypted used information for au-
diting process, thereby empowering the auditor to derive
user data.

3 Statement of the Problem

3.1 System Model

The system model considered in the proposed work as
shown in the Figure 1. It consists of five components
such as; key generator, cloud servers, verifier, cloud users
and aggregators.

Key generator: It is an entity, which receives the
identity of the user(ID) and generate the secrete
key(sk id) for the user(ID) using a computational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) method.

Cloud users: It is an individual user or an organization
which outsource the data on multi cloud servers for
maintenance and management of shared data.

Verifier: It is an entity, either the data user or third
party auditor to check the correctness of outsourced
data using Decisional Diffie-Hellman method.

Cloud servers: It is a set of servers, which managed by
the cloud service provider to provide the storage ser-
vice, which has massive compute and storage facility.

Aggregator: It is an independent and trusted entity.
Which distribute the requests to the servers and ag-
gregate the responses from the servers.

3.2 Security Model

In cloud data storage model, the auditor and the cloud
servers are semi trusted entities, which means they are
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honest but it is curious about the received data. Due to
this semi trusted entities this may create the following
attacks.

User attack: Poor identity and access management pro-
cedures an unauthorized intruder can attack the user

Data segregation: Incomplete security perimeters and
configuration of virtual machines could provide a
threat against data integrity.

Response attack: The semi trusted server may gen-
erate the response message for the requested data
blocks from the previous audits without using the
actual owner’s data.

Data attack: The server and auditor can derive the
user’s data using metadata information in the fre-
quently auditing task.

3.3 Objectives

In the proposed method the following objectives are
achieved for auditing outsourced data on cloud storage
server.

In our proposed method we are achieved the following
objectives for auditing data on multi cloud storage.

Flexible data auditing: The private or public data
verification method can be applied based on the pri-
ority of the outsourced data.

Privacy of the data: In either of the auditing method,
the verifier cannot derive the user data from the
metadata.

Lightweight overhead: To optimize the storage, com-
putation and communication overhead to perform
the data auditing on cloud server.

3.4 Notations

The various symbols are used in this paper is listed in
Table 1 as follows.

3.5 Cyclic Group Operation

Consider G1, G2, GT are cyclic multiplicative groups of
order prime number p, bilinear map using these groups is
defined as G1×G2 −→ GT of order p.

The property of the map e is that for all a, b ∈ p is
defined as that e(ga1 , g

b
2) = e(g1, g2)ab for all g1 < G1 and

g2 < G2. The group GT is distinct from input groups G1

or G2 and all the elements of this map is also elements of
group GT .

Table 1: Notations

Symbol Meaning
F erasure encoded file F = {Fij}
t file tag
n number of data blocks
s number of sectors per block
σ block authenticator

Mowner,Magg File metadata for owner and aggregator
H(), h() hash functions

Φ set of authenticators
r and x random number

c challenge message
CSli set of cloud servers
p prime number

mskid master secret secret key

4 Data Auditing Design Method-
ology

4.1 Basic Auditing Method

The basic data integrity verification scheme consists of
three stages such as; key generation, metadata generation
and data auditing. The detail of these stages has shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Basic auditing model

4.1.1 Key Generation

It is an entity, which takes the input as security
parameter(k) and the data owner identifier (id) and gen-
erates the public parameters, secrete key, public key and
owners private key(pkid).
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4.1.2 Metadata Generation

To generate the metadata for a given file (Fi) of the owner
(id), the metadata generator takes input as owners private
key (pk id) and the file (Fi) as input and generates the
signature of file blocks interns of block − tag pair.

4.1.3 Data Auditing

The data auditing process consists of five steps of request,
response and verification among verifier, aggregator and
cloud servers.

1) Verifier send the challenge request to aggregator for
verification of selected number of data blocks stored
on cloud servers.

2) The aggregator searches the requested data blocks
meta data from the metadata table and then dis-
tribute the request to the corresponding cloud server.

3) After receiving the responses from the cloud servers,
the aggregator combines all the responses.

4) Aggregator sends the final combined response to the
verifier.

5) The verifier verify the response message using bilin-
ear map operation. If the response is valid, verifier
confirms data blocks are not modified, otherwise he
declares data blocks are modified.

4.2 Proposed Batch Auditing Method

The proposed data auditing method consists of key gen-
eration, metadata generation and data verification pro-
cedure. The detailed explanation of these procedure as
follows.

4.2.1 Key Generator

The key generator select two random positive integer
numbers r and x and calculate A = gx and B = gr where
g is the generator i.e g < group G1, keeps x has secrete
key and {g,A} as public parameters.

For the given data owner (id) key generator calculate
the signature using Equation (1) and sends the private
key skid = (σandB) to the data owner. Then the data
owner verifies the private key using Equation (2).

σ = r + x(H(id,B)) mod q (1)

gσ
?
= BAH(id,B) (2)

The detailed algorithm for key generation and autho-
rization is explained in Algorithm 1. The proof for the
correctness equation and example as follows;

gσ
?
= BAH(id,B)

LHS = gσ

= gr+xH(id,B)

= gr.gxH(id,B)

= BAH(id,B)

= RHS.

For example, g = 3, q = 11, r = 3, x = 4:

A = gx = 34

B = gr = 33

σ = r + x(H(id,B)) mod q

= 3 + 4.H(id.B)mod11

gσ
?
= BAH(id,B)

33+4.H(id.33)mod11 = 33.34.H(id.33) mod 11

= 33+4.H(id.33) mod 11

Algorithm 1 Key Generation

input: User identity (id)
output: Master secrete key (x), Public parameters
(p, q, g, A,H)

1: Select a random number x, r from a set of positive
integer numbers Z∗q

2: compute A,B and σ
A = gx and B = gr σ = x+ r(H(id,B)) mod q

3: keeps x has master secrete key.
4: sends private key skid = (B, σ) and public parameters

to user.
5: Verify the user identity id by solving the DDH prob-

lem gσ
?
= BAH(id,B)

6: If the equation is verifies then accept the user (id)
private key skid, otherwise reject it.

4.2.2 Metadata Generation

The data owner with the valid private key (skid) prepares
the metadata for the file F and stores the metadata and
the corresponding file on cloud server CS. Consider the
file F is split in to n blocks and each block of s sectors i.e;
F = F ′ij , where i = 1ton, j = 1tos and F ′ is the encrypted
data block. The Data owner calculates the hash value for
each sector using MD5 algorithm i.e. h1(F ′ij) and prepare
the metadata Mi for the file block Fi using Equation (3).
Then the owner sends the file blocks and metadata {Fi
and Mi} to the cloud server CSli . The procedure of meta-
data generation is explained in Algorithm 2.

Mi = (h(CSli , i, namei).Π
s
j=1u

Fij

ij )σ (3)

Where name i is the identifier of each block, j is the
sector number in the data block and uij is the random
number.
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Algorithm 2 Mi

input: File (F ), skid
output: Metadata Mi for the file block
Fi

1: Data owner split the file F in to n blocks {Fi}, and
each encrypted data block in to s sectors i.e., {F ′ij}
where i ≤ n, and j ≤ s

2: Data owner selects s random number vector {ui}
where j ≤ s

3: calculate the hash values for each encrypted file block
i.e., Fij = h(F ′ij)

4: calculate the metadata for the ith file block i.e, Mi =

(h(CSli , i, namei).Π
s
j=1u

Fij

ij )σ

5: Data owner adds φi = (i, u, CSli , namei) to the Mi

table
6: Data owner sends Mi to aggregator, then the aggre-

gator stores in his metadata table, Magg)

and stores file blocks in cloud server CSli

4.2.3 Data Verification

To verify the data stored in cloud server CS, the auditor
sends a request for selected number of blocks c to aggre-
gator and aggregator identifies the corresponding cloud
server using the metadata table Magg and further sends
a request to the corresponding cloud server CSli . After
receiving the request from the aggregator, cloud server
prepares the response message and send to the aggrega-
tor. The aggregator combines all the responses and sends
the aggregated response to the auditor. The auditor ver-
ifies the correctness of the response message using the
Equation (4). The details of the data auditing algorithm
is explained in Algorithm 3.

The block diagram for private and public data verifi-
cation as shown in the Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.

e(M, g)
?
= e(Πc

i=1h
Fi
i Πs

j=1uj , BA
H(id,B)) (4)

Figure 3: Batch auditing setup and private verification

The proof for data auditing response verification as

Algorithm 3 Data Audit(c)

input: Challenge message c data blocks
output: Metadata for the file block
Fi

1: The private or public verifier sends the challenge mes-
sage (c) to the aggregator

2: Aggregator prepares the index set(Ii) for the cor-
responding c request blocks using block − tag pairs
stored in cloud server.

3: Aggregator sends the index set(Ii to the cloud servers.

4: for each cloud server vl calculates (M (i), F
(i)
j ) and

send to the aggregator.
M (i) = Πvl∈Ii{Mvl,j}
F

(i)
j ) = Σvl∈Ii{Fvl,j}

5: Aggregstor prepsres the aggregated message (M and
F ′) then sends to the verifier.

M = ΠcsiM
(i) and F ′l = ΣcsiF

′(i)
l

6: Verifier solves the following DDH problem and returns
the status of the file block.
e(M, g)

?
= e(Πc

i=1hiΠ
s
j=1uj , BA

H(id,B))
7: If the above equation holds then it responds success,

otherwise it responds failure.

Figure 4: Data auditing using public verification

follows.

LHS = e(M, g)

= e(
∏
csi

M (i), g)

= e(
∏
csi

∏
vl∈Mi

Mvl , g)

= e(
∏
csi

∏
vl∈Mi

hl

s∏
j=1

u
Fvlj

j , gσ)

= e(

c∏
i=1

hi

s∏
j=1

u
Fvlj

j , BAH(id,B))

= RHS
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Table 2: Tag generation time for different file sizes

File Size(MB) Tag generation
Time(Seconds)

1 1.87
2 3.17
4 4.27
6 6.85
8 10.05
10 14.65
12 18.59
14 19.87

5 Performance Analysis

5.1 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of our proposed data au-
diting method the following simulation setup are consid-
ered. All the algorithms are implemented using Python
programming language with built in cryptographic func-
tions in Python library. The simulation result is tested
on Amazon Web Service virtual machines (VM).

Two VMs is run as a cloud server and one VM run as a
aggregator with Ubuntu operating system, t2.small vCPU
and 2GB EBS storage configuration. The data owner and
the public verifier runs on a Laptop with 64 bits Windows
10 operating system, i3 intel processor and 4GB physical
memory configuration.

5.2 Result Analysis

In ordered to show the performance of the proposed
method, we compared with existing ID-DPDP [18] data
auditing method. The performance of the algorithm is
evaluated based on the tag generation, tag verification
cost and file auditing cost for different data block size
with different batch size.

Table 2, shows the comparison of tag generation cost
for different sizes of files with 256KB of data blocks size.
First column represent the different block size in Megha
Bytes and Second column represents the tag generation
cost in seconds. It is observed that, for smaller sized
file sizes tag generation cost is linear than the larger file
sizes. The proposed method shoes that, it has lightweight
computation overheads for the larger file sizes. Table 3
shows the tag generation cost for different sizes of the data
blocks of 1MB file size.

Table 5, shows the comparison of tag verification cost
on cloud servers. To verify the different sizes of data block
for 1MB file tag verification cost shows that, for smaller
size of data blocks both the methods has same order of
growth for tag verification cost. In case of larger size of
data blocks our proposed method has better performance
than the ID-DPDP method.

In Table 5, shows that, the performance comparison to
audit 10MB data file with 256KB of data blocks for differ-

Table 3: Tag generation time for different data block sizes

Data block Size(KB) Tag generation
Time(Seconds)

256 1.856
500 1.047
768 0.677
1024 0.384

Table 4: Tag verification cost with different block size

Data block Size(KB) Tag generation
Time(Seconds)

256 0.0856
500 0.0447
768 0.0327
1024 0.0154

ent number of batch size. For smaller batch size of audit-
ing both the method has same order of auditing cost and
for larger batch size our proposed method performance is
better than the existing method.

The cost performance comparison for auditing data on
multiple servers interms of computation, communication
and storage overheads with Zhu, ID-DPDP as shown in
Table 6,

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the flexible data verification method for out-
sourced data integrity checking is proposed. This intro-
duce the data aggregator, which distributes the requests
and aggregates the response from the servers during the
auditing process. The proposed method utilizes the CDH
and DDH problem to verify the correctness of the out-
sourced data. Finally, the performance comparison of
the proposed data verification method with the existing
method. The experimental results and security analysis
shows that, the proposed method is better than the ex-
isting method
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